Wizard Mickey’s Party
As the sun rose through the classroom windows, Wizard Mickey opened his eyes and
yawned. He was feeling extremely bored so he decided he wanted to have a party! He had
lots of friends so he decided to invite them. As quiet as a mouse, he tiptoed to the scrap
paper drawer and began making his invitations wondering who would get his first invite?

Once he had made his invitations, he had to deliver them! As quick as a flash, he
sped across the classroom to where his best friend (Pikatu) was still snoring.
“Wake up!” Wizard Mickey shouted as she shook him gently. Pikatu woke up startled,
not knowing what was happening. He let out a huge yawn and saw Wizard Mickey smiling
over him. Wizard Mickey gave Pikatu his invitation and asked if he could come.
“Of course I can!” cheered Pikatu whilst he jumped up and down in excitement.

With the help of Pikatu, Wizard Mickey was determined to invite all of his other
friends, who were scattered throughout school. Carefully, they set off on an adventure,
making sure no adults saw them. Classroom by classroom, they handed out all of the
invitations and collected all of their friends. Before they realised, Wizard Mickey and his gang

of friends were all together in the hall ready for the biggest party they have ever had. How
exciting!

Politely, Wizard Mickey asked his friends to split up to help prepare for the party. As a
team, some blew balloons up, some made party food and some made party hats. Before
they knew it, they had worked together to set up an amazing party.
“Thank you!” said Wizard Mickey to his excited but exhausted friends.
After a quick drink, the party began. Wizard Mickey had the best day of his life, dancing and
playing games with all of his friends. He felt like the luckiest mouse in the world! :)
Story Challenge
Your challenge is to write or type your own adventure story about your own cuddly toys and
share your story on Google Classroom with the rest of the class. Can you add your own
photos or drawings to help tell your story? See if you can impress me! I will share the most
exciting and impressive stories with Mr Huckstep. Please don’t rush, you have a couple of
weeks to complete this task. Have fun and good luck!

